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The privilege of having lived my life––

of being so loved + enjoyed + respected + honoured by so many people,
of all the adventures I’ve had,
the gifts I’ve been given, and which it has been my great joy, delight to share,
the utter loveliness of so much of this world wherever I’ve been in it––
the breathtaking wonder of it;
the delight and peculiarities of its people and perspectives and customs,
the deliciousness of words . . .

I am blessed beyond measure, I am blessed beyond words.
Heaven could scarcely be more wonderful!









I loved reading (alone) 
doing jigsaw puzzles (with others)
jumping rope, esp. “double dutch” in the street 
where we lived with neighbour kids.

I did a lot of daydreaming, esp. in school,
and usually I was the star 
of my mental dramas.

I loved pretending I was a princess, which was nice 
if you could get others to go along with it,
But that was rare . . .

Around Gr. 6, I started 
writing plays, poems, stories
At 12, I had a story published in the SF Examiner.

I loved writing letters to kids I met at camp,
Probably wrote letters every day! 
Stamps were only 2 cents then.

One Christmas, every single gift 
I got was writing paper.
I was in heaven!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
We never had pets. Just babies.
The latest baby was always my current favourite pet.
I wanted a kitten.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
We were poor, but didn’t actually realize that.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Penny Candy: Three “Black Balls” for 1 cent! 
I would line them up in the groove on my desk that was meant for pens.
A Black Ball could last the whole class hour if you just sucked it. 
And you could take it out of your mouth frequently to see what colour it had become––it kept changing!
In the middle was a tiny aniseed. A very satisfying candy!

Childhood





Sleeping snuggled with boy cousins
on one mattress in the loft
dreaming I was running from the red fox
through fields where Donnie who was 12
sent me tearing home like crazy late that afternoon
because he said animals get hungry from the
smell of girls

Waking up hungry to the smell of
Aunt Emily’s baked bread
whole wheat loaves tipped from hot tins
on top of the big black wood stove
to cool before she let us cut it
because fresh bread was
bad for you Uncle Ted said but
never said why

Wondering why Uncle Ted never
worked although I did once hear my mother
say he couldn’t lift a finger if he tried
his brown stained fingers fascinated me all summer
at the kitchen table rolling sweet
tobacco into lumpy white cylinders
hairy fragments dangling
out the end

Dangling at the end of a hot day
tanned legs out through the veranda railing
listening to crickets scolding Uncle Ted in his long johns
laughing dirty with his friends
elbows on knees heads bowed to
suck on cigarettes and brown beer bottles
which were not allowed
at our house

Thinking it’s not fair it’s not allowed
to marry cousins. I would marry Donnie who had money
from caddying at the golf course
bought us milkshakes showed me how to open golf balls
with a paring knife that slashed my thumb
laughed when all the bleeding made me faint
but not when Aunt Emily made him go hoe spuds
for being mean

Ho-de-doing through the warmth of childhood
summers stretching endless never guessing
Emily down the years broken
at two funerals in one week
Donnie went down derelict in a bloody
Main street alley, knife in his chest
Uncle Ted died peaceful
In his sleep. 

I Remember Summers on the Farm





Toffee suckers on a stick.
I was in Grade 10, Carlmont High
in California when we first met, and when I first met
Richard–––what was his last name? Gosh,
I should know it. For heaven’s sake
I was so infatuated with Richard––the new guy
who’d just arrived from the other side of the country
from Massachusetts with his classy accent––
where the heck was Massachusetts?

I consulted a map of the USA, map of America
you know––found it eventually.
Grade 10 and I still had to look it up.
Mr. Lindholm, whose name I can remember,
taught our American Institutions class,
would have considered all his fine, honest
tutelage a complete failure had he known that.

Sad, really, after all these years 
I no longer remember the last name of
Richard, who introduced me to Sugar Daddys
And any number of other such sweet wonders.

Sugar Daddys





My first kiss was in Gr. 5. 
I thought the actual kiss was underwhelming; but I pretended to my friends that it was a really big deal.
I got to wondering whether kissing was like the Emperor’s new clothes. 

Maybe it was one of those things
Everyone just thought was supposed to be spectacular,
But actually, all of us were lying about it,  just to protect kissing’s reputation!

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
I was first attracted to Terry’s blue blazer 
with a badge on it with Latin words, 
which I proceeded to translate.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
When he was away in England
He sent me a postcard with a car on it. I was ecstatic!
I knew then, somehow I had grown fond of this 
charming & unique & confusing Englishman.
I wondered what might happen when he came back.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
As we talked, he suddenly asked me to marry him
I said, “You mean you want me to be your wife and the mother of your children?”
He said something about not thinking quite that far ahead.
And I said “Yes”!

Kisses and Romance





THEY do
wear new
and style and curly hair and paint and cute and giggle.

But WE
wear plain and lacking flounce and bows
and frown on patent leather shoes 
with heels and pointed toes
and why buy new
or made for you
and do Not cut your hair,
my girl.

WE
live in tight and short
and castoff outgrown colorless pale faded listless
clothes, ideas, relationships and scope
WE do not choose or shape to suit emerging times,
emerging personality.
But we stand firm
and we say no
and we are not
becoming.

I nodded
understanding well the tight cocoon of WE.

But in the secret studio of my mind
I spun a private thought:
that hand-me-downs were
much too tired and shopworn,
lifeless now.

For all night long I danced in coloured dreams 
with flowing sleeves
like wings
and all day long
the samples of emerging ME wove fabric 
on a warp of hope
with wefts of possibility
and fashioned out of it a radiant garment 
fresh and spirited, untied
a dress that had no hem no cuffs no belt,
but yards of shimmering freedom in its skirt
and open neck and flowers at the waist.

Oh! Much too large and bold and bright for WE.

I
donned this dress
and cut my hair
and celebrated
ME.

Autonomy





I wish I were a diver plunging 
into subterranean depths with grace 
and certainty plundering yesterday
to ferret out with joy and triumph
weathered treasures from the wrecks
of past adventures.

With sparkling eyes and dazzling words
I’d offer them as lamps 
as keys, as maps, as cures.

But I instead stand rooted, 
dumb on a blinding stretch of beach
littered with heat-bleached bones
and stinking carcasses of rotted dreams
that once were cradled in my arms.

And under a strange moon
and dark celestial silence
I relinquish choice
to a compelling voice that whispers 
foetid mocking in my ear:

there is no morning light––
no key, no path, no cure.

I embrace this demon thought that grabs
my anguished mind and spins it
round and round, down in a suffocating whirl, 
we dance a dizzying dance 
I’ve never danced before
Catatonic clumsy clump among the bones and stench 
until I do not care that our macabre dance 
has hammered heaven shut.

Buried Treasure





Hi. How’rya doing?

Good n’you?
When you expend a small amount of energy 
over a long period of time
you get so fuckin’ drunk
what difference does it make if you’re a woman, a native
With 200 pages to read before Wednesday in cosmology 
Wearing nothing but jeans and an ethnic vest
In class in 10 minutes! 
Some ying-yang yahoo in the halls charging 
an extra $30 for Xeroxed handouts I couldn’t fork over–– 
the typical cretin style with bare breasts long flouncy skirts 
but that is not a primary identity. There is one you; you’re
finding ten cents to pay for the paper cup.
Don’t they have to tell you in the first week 
exactly what carbon-14 dating some rich dork in 
decline is characterized by freakishness in the arts and 
the Prof’s office but 
Carbon-14 consistently underestimated 
the one on page 42. 
Say your assets were necessary but not sufficient 
uncritical acceptance. You're assuming too much 
scale from gullibility to skepticism there is little room 
for some real astrophysics: a smear of light 
years till I’m outta here. But she says she
shaved her head and had a daisy tattooed above the temple 
ruins they found sculpture of 

oxidizable ATP levels of a sugar molecule 
worth 45% if it’s nothing but linguistic convention 
to be the first monotheist, but he had himself depicted 
with breasts and a visionary enthralled gaze which clearly 
posits the same appearance/reality distinction Zeno tried to 
prove without looking over me in class all the time. 
Did power make him an asshole or was he born that way? 
The old nature/nurture question 
exists only a relative way as passing phenomena 
specific fragments of experience conceptualized as if they were 
thermonuclear Genesis in 
the archaic period of Greek art.
Mr. Bean seeking the solution to 
a problem along conventional lines 
without a hope of gainful employment 
of the theory of inconsistency 
in the feminist challenge of masculinity in 
the Planet of the Apes.
We are seized by our passions which are enormously diverting 
the Oldman River eons before the arrival of the 
company you work for 
stuffed up with this miserable cold 
weather patterns changed over
night––another all nighter no social 
norms. You can’t understand a symbol without  getting 
Hi? How’yra doing? 

Good n’you?

Liberal Education





Carl you are wrong
fire deluge darkness earthquake cold invasion
silent the feral phantom extinguishes the sun
Descends to earth 
to swallow mountains whole, asphyxiate the landscape
absorb all reference points into relentless grey except for
one brief moment when the smug invader lists the edge of its primeval cloak
discloses in surreal gleam
inhabitants of paradise
perched on the ledge at the edge
of the world sliding
into the chasm where yesterday
warm sun cheered
play at golf
and the stock market

Carl yours may creep on tame cat feet
our cataclysm prowls unleashed

Rebuttal





Hike
good idea
don’t bust butt
nice easy lope down hill
wide grin
tame!

Test wall
boot heel sure hold
clip firm into nail
this time good hand grip
feed rope from belt with free hand
hang spin jump
deft work!

Take high peak, seek fame
Plan gear roam open area make base 
camp fire keep feet warm
don’t keel over – even here need 
food gnaw rusk chew beef jerk
dusk, mind goes back,  last time

pals over head stub feet, free rock, 
hurl down
yell your name – duck!
Stun head, daze, slip,  gash knee 
grit ouch hard luck
undo pack, take rest time
feel okay? Fine! Trek easy down 
past tree line
Good time!

Near dawn soft rain
hand over hand lift body well 
gain loft
grab hold near edge
test line rope taut, fine
lean over oops,  feet skid undo 
boot lace lose hold
Grab bush twig snap
Know pure fear, must jump
your best long leap can’t span this 
wide rift

grip over hang
claw thin hair line hold near edge
Body hung free over deep drop
don't look down
head reel
pray hard,  rope only hope
jerk stop hold firm
safe
nope
knot slip rope fail
flip head over heel into hard rock 
face
dash neck land face down left side 
hung limp
feel sick spit bile
yell help,  lack kind hand firm grip,  
only echo back
eyes roll
last gasp
thus exit life.

Rock Jock













• Naps are a good investment
• You can do a lot in tiny bits of time
• In real life, keep it simple; save complexity for your imaginings
• Pay attention to the beauty around you
• Never worry about the impression you are making
• It takes more energy to withhold than to give
• People like to hear themselves talk
• Just get on with it
• When it is part of your life, it doesn’t seem faddish or crazy
• The garden is a marvellous metaphor for life
• See as much of the world as you can while you’re here
• Enjoy great music
• It is better to be loving than to be right
• Everyone has a precious story to tell
• People are more important, and more ephemeral, than projects
• Healing arts! Writing, talking, dancing, crying, fingerprinting, walking, gardening
• If it won’t matter in a hundred years, how much should it matter now?
• Don’t let your husband prune the garden when he is in a “Let’s Simplify” mood
• Your spouse is not you; that’s the joy and the frustration of it!
• Have fun! We’re not here all that long.

Life Lessons









Just down the mountain
on a dirt path
from the lush grounds
of central Chula Vista

that magnificent casa
with a heated swimming pool
enclosed by high arched windows
and red tiled roof

purple and magenta
Bougainvilleas tumbling in cascades

over high stone walls with iron gates
where linguists study indigenous dialects

lives a small brown laundry woman
scrubbing gringo clothes clean

on a concrete slab with lye soap
in Cuernavaca sun for pesos.

So much depends on
four thin children 

in neatly mended missionary clothes
  hauling river water in tin buckets up the hill

At my request she took time out
to teach nuances of scrub-board technique 
and – as a bonus – more egalitarian
philosophy than I had ever gleaned

from French and American
revolutions. 

Revolucion Mexicana





It’s been a noble ford indeed
this year long wade in wide fidelity
fighting the current of misgivings all the way
because you thought you heard the shepherd whistle
somewhere on the other side
and you said “Yes”

It takes courageous faith
to strip right down like you did
in full sight of skeptics on the shore.

From experience, you knew
head first cautious testing of these waters
sucks the sand from underneath assent
and leaves you wavering.

So, heart first – a daring dive –
you plunged into a deep inscrutable “Amen”.
How long can you hold your breath
before your heart gives out?
It took a spunky faith
to not rescind your “Yes”.

Gasping, feet flail to find purchase in the mud
ears cock to catch a strain of summoning song
against the roaring of the waves
while swim-stung eyes scan the unbroken blue
to read that enigmatic compass.

But nothing’s ever written in the clean expansive sky
but metaphors: flocks of eager geese
respond to inner beckoning
journey homeward vigorous against the odds
brimming with hardy hope
to nest for a new season.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

For Mac & Becky, January 1995

Leaving Nobleford





You––
Knowing I could not know
your pain––
despairing, broke
the alabaster box
hewn from your heart’s hurt,
poured upon my honoured feet
the perfume of your agony
distilled by all your
grief and yearning-to-be-heardness
into this precious essence of hope-groping
heady to hear, heady to touch, heady to heed.
Oh, Lord; I feel!

O heady scent! Awaken my sense
to heed the need in more of those
who also know I’ve never walked
with aching heart their way;
who have no alabaster box to break
no distillation yet
of that large anguish ferment
polluting spirit, mind, will
rendering all one paralyzing pain
no ready head to lance, to heal.

But I
because of you
come now 
with understanding like a poultice
lay onto that protruding sore
my freshly waked compassion
ready to hear
ready to touch
reday to heed
and Lord, You heal.

Alabaster Box





You enter silently
and smile
surprised and glad
to see my face again.
I gesture you a hug
and down we sit
still silently.

The glass between us
transparency’s mocking guardian
declares you are a danger
ensures you are an outcast
denies us both the dignity
of ordinary human colloquy
robs you of the reassuring touch
that might restore
some equilibrium to
precarious sanity
in this confining world.

And here where strangers gawk
guards’ pacing walk
You white as chalk
we try to talk 
with words
too pale
to break
the
barrier
down.

Closed Custody





Of course I miss you
darling.
It’s just that I’m so swamped
I’m
hardly conscious of time. I’m
falling
behind in my work already
in
half my classes but I do
love
the ambience here and
with
more focus I’ll catch up and fly home in
another
week or two. Thanksgiving, maybe.
Man!
It’s been an intense semester.

Dramatic Monologue





She came to say goodbye. She’s lived her whole 
life on this small town stage and here I watched 
her dance the eloquent choreography 
of loving, stretching, work, tears, triumph, dreams.

Now she’s leaving home and all that’s dear
not with a dazzling final pirouette,
but on one knee, with outstretched hand, beseeching
me to drink her cup full of farewell.

I shrug it away and talk is if
tomorrow will be just another day 
as if the sundering of her life from mine 
will leave no echoing ache, no gaping tear.

She came to ask for one last hug and I 
could not remember how to say goodbye. 

If there’s an antidote for botched goodbyes
I'll stock my shelves for future failed farewells

For valediction is a poignant song
intended to be sung con anima

to hallow sundering with this plaintive truth:
torn from the fabric of my life you leave
it ravelled, bare and frayed. I know the grand
crescendo of that rueful tune’s last line

But miss my cue; I sing a broken chord
betray the moment with a flippant shrug
a casual joke to mock the magnitude
of your momentous moving from my life
or worse, croak out some trivial reproach
and bruise your heart to mask the tears in mine.

Bungling Goodbyes





His last night at home
before he left for Grad School
grasping the great glowing ring
he’d caught on the merry-go-round
of possibilities

I waited downstairs
patient at first
while he partied his good-byes
with good friends, better wine

Patient at first and full
of my own muddled mix of
giddiness and grief, pondering
all he’d gain, and all I’d lose . . .

Patient at first, full of love
and wistfulness, rehearsing
my last gift, words, 
how much I loved him, 
my pride to be his Mom
imagining the moment, 
our farewell embrace

As the hours dragged to dawn
I grew tired, cross
so when eventually he descended
his own grand gesture
house key in his hand
I bungled good-bye
redeemed it with Hello!

Redemption





My friend says she’s brown burlap: dull, drab, plain
too everyday, pulled rough from common stock
of uncombed cotton fibre, spun too loose
nubbed, woven all uneven, unrefined
two coarsely seamed into a simple sack
that no designer emblem dignifies.
And she laments there is no gracefulness
no sheen, no comeliness, to burlap brown.

My friend claims she’s brown burlap, but I say
no fabric metaphor is rich enough
to capture her etched crystal radiance
her mellow patina of character
so finally filigreed with gentle flair
warm laughter, deep compassion, courage, spunk
and overflowing creativity.

My friend insists: brown burlap. I concede 
the metaphor. I've never seen
a rough spun burlap sack that did not bulge
with lavish generosity:

gifts for a glowing Christmas,
a needy nation’s nourishment, and
seed to fill tomorrow’s fields with hope.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
For Wilma

Brown Burlap Reconsidered

















Go slow in slippery spring
runoff makes this valuable moist
mossy thistle thick
prickly pear pincushion 
cactus-penetrated 
cotton socks and hiking boots
crunch spear grass wild asparagus
where wheat wind whistles
to whitetails nestled
in flattened sun bronzed fields
grass ripples flow
slow to wildflower filled south slopes

Bluebells and butter yellow cups
hold wonder like a child’s face
for any face gazing
at this juicious joy
this prodigality of blazing blue

strewn over
last year’s fire valley
charred
barren
waste

where the west wind danced
careless irresponsible capricious
through a child’s campfire 
and up three coulee backs, riding them bare black
for a bet on hidden riches of refining fire

Breathe deep!
Sweet spring sighs to climb hard
high to the hilltop home
disturb a–flutter flurrying worrying partridge nesting
and fox scurrying
to the lilting song of meadowlark.

Hiking the Coulees









At 4 the ocean is a highway over which
Queen Mary carries us like a serene mother
in her belly, on her back
from our island home
waiting arms of maternal grandparents
on a continent with larger possibilities.

At 14 the ocean is a playground
where I rarely look beyond
the froth and frolic of incoming surf
between dodge-ball games
and weiner roasts I am distracted by
fathomless wonders still to be explored deep
beneath swimsuits tumbling together on sand
where a wave washed sign warns: “danger—undertow”.

At 24 the ocean is a surface on a map
in my dreams I row a Welsh coracle
easily across it
around the coasts of continents
seeing their contours clearly
confident I know exactly where I’m going.

At 34 the ocean is a threshing machine tumbling
once lovely seashells
chipping their edges
leaving them ragged unshapely
torn from their bivalve mates
tossed in a litter of sharp fragments
abandoned on the shore where receding
tide sucks sand out from underneath my feet.

At 44 the ocean is a rite of passage
in my dreams the night before Ann dies
I usher her to the still shore
a throng of friends sing in antiphony
plaintive farewell hymns
in slow primeval dance she strips down naked
for a moment stands ethereal on silver sand
then wades fearless for the other side
without looking back.

Reconfiguration









England’s June is Eden green, clotted cream 
sheep browsing in rows on 
wooly cardigans on shelves in Tudor shops. 

Streaming rain rivers clean glistening green 
welliess in the mud of Strawberry Fields. 

You pick your own pub linger mellow 
in the hunter green leather tub chairs 
at the Bird and Baby 
in the gown town were lounging lovers 
punt in the Cathedral of the Thames 
under leaf green sun-dappled trusses 
boughing low enough to shield your 
naked innocence at Parson’s Pleasure. 

Every ivory towered treasure tempts but Caution! 
Cobbled courtyards cloak an ancient curse. 
Do not succumb to the seductive spires’ spell. 
Apple green thirst glazes England envy green.

Oxford, June ‘88









Last week the northwest
corner of the sacred mountain
tumbled into talus.

It came as no surprise to me:
its looks deceive. From here you think it
rugged rock, eternally enduring.
True, none assault its sheer front face, but
up its backside southwest spree slope
I ascended easy just the month before.
And admit the wide view 
was well worth the climb.

I’m no great climber, but I saw it all
from near the top
deep dangers, cracks and crevices
urgent indication that the holy mountain is decayed
I was a lot less leisurely going down; 
each step dislodged a trickling rockslide.
I was never one to walk on water.

Struggling up the mountain a family of five
I worried for the carefree children dodging
fresh loosed rock so called a warning: unsafe climb!
They thanked me, but said all the same
we have to go: it is our sacred duty.

The man said more that made my heart burn
I’d seen this too–– rags tied on trees
ropes marking out a circle
dream beds with minimal protection
from exposure to the elements
but not from prying eyes.
I tell you, I got off that mountain in a hurry
taking nothing but his words to ponder.

I suppose 
if you revere the mountain, you climb differently—
humble, risk, deny appetites and fears
to sleep one last night lonely on your mother’s breast
rocked in the bare arms of sagacious trees
seek visionary trance to hear the night wind whisper
your true name. And wake, you’re not the same.

Well! Now the mountain’s different, too
The Northwest corner gone
But this thing stays: his burning words.
When I insisted from above
the place was perilous
inscutible brown eyes locked mine.

He said, “I’ve climbed Mt. Sinai, too;
Have you?”

Chief Mountain













He says these surveys clearly show
bad news for the United church.
This is no short run phase;
recovery is not an option.
The findings are unanimous; its disease
is terminal.

She says she can’t see how
that’s different
from any other church;
all kinds of sickness
if untreated lead to death.

He says cynicism
is deadliest of all.

Sociology of Religion





Beside me on the polished pew
The  sparrow woman huddles
Withered in her old grey winter coat
Knees too frail to genuflect
Are now a podium for gnarled fingers 
Clutching a well––thumbed prayerbook
Open to the final hymn.

Bride of Christ









At the pipe organ’s cue
the faithful rise
invited to the altar rail.

Time telescopes.
All odes to joy are drowned out
by the heavy sound of hammers
and cacophonous voices echoing
down two thousand years of faith.
Am I the only one whose flogged
and bleeding hopes lie shrouded in
a tomb awaiting angels strong enough
to roll away futility?

Grace beckons and I follow
the scent of sacrifice up the long aisle
join kneeling penitents
hosting the bread of life on open palms.
One by one we sip vitality
from the lip of this common cup
rise with the tell––tale fragrance
of Christ’s blood on our breath.

Communion





Rich-robed pilgrim trinity
proffering gifts in ornate amphorae
you trek in solemn single file
across the smooth terrain
of gilt-edged Christmas cards

Night watchmen who divine the sky
through cosmological mathematics
in unanimous quest cross rimless continents
with regal dignity to seek salvation
flawless followers of the faithful light.

You thus enshrined are
too immaculate a trio to be true
yet I, needy
feed your image
to the feeble flame of necessary fire
which keeps at bay the howling wolves
who gnaw the edges of my night.

The fire consumes the false
the dauntless image writhes
a sudden flare of light reveals bleak dawn
eclipse the steadfast shining
of your blazing star
its certain rays melt into shimmering mirage
so when you stoop to drink and wash off camelstink
black doubt dissolves your seamless certainty

You are three hungry brothers 
groping blind in day glare
withered remnants of your dehydrated dreams
clutched tight in outstretched beggars’ hands
companion-weary journey-jaded feet
do finally stumble humble into Bethlehem

Whatever faith impelled this reckless leap
lands us side-by-side, ungainly sprawled 
in common straw to satiate our souls together 
gaping, gulping greedy feasting on Epiphany

Epiphany









Writing is a child
tumbling dizzy 
joyful down
the green hill behind home
knee-deep in winking daisies dancing
in the afternoon flaunting
their flared white skirts daring
to be plucked
singing the blues skies wide
and peppered with lark song
gathering sheer exhilaration
Joy unbound
undimmed sungold dandelions in big bouquets
to marry with the jaunty daisies
weaving garlands debonair
for carefree hair

Writing I





writing is a string of four letter words:
take hold grab life
each lush idea 
good seed
deep warm womb 
dark slow grow
best rest
give idle time

Full term 
pain show
grip gasp
push pant
tear roar
flow free
find baby 
born
good work
well done
Whew!

Writing is a string of four letter words, 
which, when they come of age, 
have to make their own way in the world.

Mail away
send SASE
wish wave fare well
wait hear back chew nail
much time past hope pink slip
Can’t sell?
Then edit edit edit edit edit 
edit edit edit edit
edit edit edit
edit edit
edit
work sold
look book
earn cash
Gosh
What next?

Writing II





Writing is––
word weaving, word carving
mining my mind for metaphors
risking a landslide, rockslide
piping your flute to a cobra you must kiss
three times before the rain will come.

If: Kierkegaard is right: “What is a poet? A 
wretch who conceals deep torments in his heart 
but whose lips are formed in such a way that as 
the sighs and shrieks stream out over them they 
sound like beautiful music… The critic resembles 
the poet to a hair, only he does not have the agonies 
in his heart, the music on his lips.”

Then: Writing is sighing the music.

If  “to dance is to show what you know of 
life” (Zorba the Greek) 

Then: Writing is dance on paper

Writing is humiliating–– 
just when you think you've got words trained 
And call an audience to applaud 
the dance you've taught them, 
they do a shuffle.

Writing is Easter––
after the long stumbling climb 
the painful humiliation of crucifixion 
the final gasp 
the limp death 
the tomb 
the mourning trudge to take one last loving look 
before anointing the remains for final burial. . . 

Then: unexpectedly, resurrection!

Writing III





Writing is as quick and easy as opening a golf ball––

1. Get a firm grip on that idea stumbled over in the 
rough.

2. With the point of your pen, stab at its tough 
outer shell until you break the surface.
(warning: don’t let the pen slip or you could 
scar yourself for life.)

3. Lever the nib underneath the slit and work it 
back and forth until the tough outer skin peels 
back easily revealing a rough surface of 
compacted elastic thread.

4. Holding the pen at an angle to the tightly wound 
ball, probe gently ‘til you find the end.  Then reel 
off miles of stretchy string––not saving it for 
some day––until at last you a uncover the liquid 
core that makes it worth its weight in gold.

5. Now, waste no time. Puncture the core quickly 
was your pen, dip the nib into its ink, and write 
with drive.

Writing is yarn spinning, word weaving

Does the spider-weaver ever return to a strong 
seductive web spun last week, to find in dismay it no 
longer shimmers with fresh dewdrops, no longer 
gleams tough and fragile in sunlight; instead, its 
delicate lace is dusty with a week’s accumulation of 
wear, tear, grime and damage? 

Then, what? 

Writing IV









Behind on free writing but need to keep at it for 
reasons I don’t want to drag on about. Wish I could 
think of something more to write about other than 
writing.
 
Enjoyed the book on fiction writing. It is a definite 
plus when creative writing teachers actually write 
well. Well––as in not just healthy, which I am not 
right now, neither in my bod or in my writing––but 
where was I? 

Oh, not just healthy writing but engaging––all the 
warm personality and humour showing through. 

Warm words. Worm words, warm wards, worm wards, 
weird wonderful withering wilting lilting filtering 
quilted words. Words warm as a quilt. Words work 
till they quit. Quite a few words quit prior to filtering 
quilted warmth where they are wanted needed the 
words themselves are needy or iron supplement anemic 
words. Darn. Poor things. Pernicious anemia. 

Not precious and authentic words warm from the 
uterus where warmth engenders growth, gestation in 
the warm dark till the words themselves have formed a 
body, living, bursting, pushing with its own life into 
the author’s labour sweat pang pang pang and 
washcloth cool on your forehead and a good strong 
hand in the small of your back reassuring someone 
else knows what you’re going through is there for 
you able to do nothing to help you bring this living 
being safe born into the daylight but will stand by 
your side and whose dry warm hand and steady voice 
will count tiles on the ceiling with you and bring you 
ice cubes and hold your thighs when they tremble and 
tell you sharply not to talk nonsense: you WILL bring 
this child writhing safe and bloody into the world and 
YOU will live to love it.

Mining





 . . surprised me by generating a poem 
I actually read aloud . . . 
Called it “Fear of Writing”. I loved it.
Loved the surprise of it the way
it sprang itself free of my
usual muddy constraints.

Then, to hear David Whyte––
absolutely riveting, reading
his poetry, talking
about the writing process.
Reading from Pilgrim.

Fear of Writing, March 2014





Have been getting more serious about writing in the past months, and consequently doing all the things to avoid 
the actual sweat of writing . . . reading books about writing is my favourite ruse.

I found a teasure trove in the library, brought home a stack, including Dorothea Brande’s Becoming a Writer, and 
Zinsser’s Writing with a Word Processor. You have to read these!

Brande says some shocking things: e.g. “If you fail repeatedly at this exercise, give up writing. Your resistance 
is actually greater than your desire . . .”

That shocked me, because I am discovering, since my decision to get serious about writing,  just how great my 
resistance really is. I actually washed floors one day in order to avoid getting down to writing!

I’m finding great chasms to be leapt between wanting to, planning to, contriving ways to, and actually 
doing . . .Nevertheless, there is a drive from within, and a call from without that doesn’t let up. 

So there is hope . . .

On Writing, July ‘88





Writers have been my chief mentors in life, and in faith.

I’ve always been crazy about paper––writing paper, mostly.
 I think it is in my genes.

It seems I have known all my life that I was “called” to write . . .




